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SuperSymmetric Model Higgs bosons at LEP using the DELPHI detector
Three dierent centerofmass energies are examined 	
  and 
 GeV Full
simulations of signal and background data are used throughout the analysis








b is prepared and the expected backgrounds are
established Exclusion and discovery limits are calculated and presented in plots









will be greatly increased
at LEP
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The Standard Model has been very successful in predicting new particles and has
given us much insight in the forces controlling the interactions between elementary
particles
The Standard Model still has many unknown parameters mostly due to its
missing mass predictions In fact the Standard Model prefers zero mass parti
cles Since some particles obviously have masses the Higgs mechanism was
introduced to allow this The Higgs mechanism also brought a new boson the
Higgs boson H into the Standard Model This boson makes up the universal
Higgs eld which some particles couple to thereby gaining masses and others
dont like the photon
Since the Standard Model doesnt give any physical understanding of the
mass aspect and becomes problematic at high energies many scientists have
looked for alternative theories During the  years since its creation some of the
most promising new theories have been expansions of the Standard Model into
supersymmetric versions like the Minimal SupersymmetricModel The Minimal
Supersymmetric Model contains heavy superpartners to all the Standard Model






















is the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson The Minimal
Supersymmetric Model is presented in much more detail in later Chapters
None of these Higgs bosons have been seen yet and this analysis was originally




 at LEP LEP is the enhanced
version of the Large Electron Positron Collider LEP at CERN operating from




 would become serious




 they have been included as signal This






cant be distinguished but is necessary to get sucient statistics After
all nding any Higgs boson will be a success
Doing a Higgs search is a long process and this is a very short summary of how
its done in this thesis First the Minimal Supersymmetric Model is presented
Then the dierent Higgs bosons and parameters are described Special emphasis
is put on mass bounds on the h
 
boson Second the signal and background
production modes and cross sections are presented Decays and topologies are
also studied Then a small description of the data simulation process is presented
followed by the main analysis The simulated data are examined and cuts made
Using these cuts the nal backgrounds are calculated and plots showing the






This analysis is one of several future Higgs searches using the DELPHI
detector at LEP

   Previous Higgs Searches
According to the Particle Data Group the Standard Model Higgs boson has
been excluded up to a mass of 
 GeV with a condence level of 
 This
limit has been set by LEP and has been pushed up a little 
 GeV during

 LEP has now reached a saturation point and more data wont raise the
exclusion limit anymore Searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson at low
energies has been done in many ways
 to no avail
In the Minimal Supersymmetric Model case things get more complicated be
cause the increased number of bosons and free parameters open new possibilities
for Higgs boson production and new ways for the bosons to escape detection
For some values of tan  and m
A
 





the Standard Model HZ
 
cross section and the h
 
is therefore not excluded as
high as the Standard Model Higgs boson h
 
has been excluded with 
 CL
up to a mass of  GeV with tan  bigger than 
The A
 
is only produced in pair production together with a h
 
at LEP Since
it might be accompanied by a heavier h
 
 their pair production can be impossible
even for small A
 
masses This is why the A
 
only has been excluded up to 
GeV for tan  between 
 and 
  The LEP Accelerator
The Large Electron Positron LEP accelerator at CERN was built during the
end of the eighties in a 	 km long circular tunnel mainly to produce Z
 
s Its




accelerator and its beam energy is around


 GeV giving a CMS energy of  Gev optimized for Z
 
production
The LEP collider houses four experiments each with its own detector The
four experiments are DELPHI ALEPH L and OPAL
During the last 
 years these four detectors experiments have collected data
at LEP Millions of Z
 
s have been produced and many high precision measure
ments have been made The conrmation of the  fermion families is maybe the
most important
The potential for new discoveries at LEP is exhausted and the next phase
LEP of the project has already started The LEP accelerator will be equipped
with new superconducting RFcavities doubling the beam energy The exact
number of cavities nally installed is an economic question and is unknown today
This thesis treats  dierent energies 	
  and 
 GeV to help deciding
which energy to go for Its shown later in this thesis that the highest possible





chrotron radiation becomes a major problem around CMS energies of  GeV
 Gev phase IV Table  is therefore likely to be the nal energy Table 
shows the dierent phases for the building of LEP Two types of cavities are


mentioned Cu are the old Copper cavities from LEP and SC are the new su
perconducting cavities Maximum beam energies require months of calibration
and wont be reached until the nal phase is built probably IV Phase IV will
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Table  Some possible phases of LEP
  The DELPHI Detector
Each of the four experiments at LEP are run by several hundred scientists Scien
tists and students from the Norwegian universities are participants in the DEL
PHI experiment Fig  It was built parallel to the LEP accelerator and
nished improvements are still made during  Its a standard barrel de
tector with  end caps and a superconducting solenoid to generate a  Tesla
magnetic eld The eld turns the charged tracks into helices which are vital for
determining particle momenta
Since the collisions at LEP generate a great variety of particles a versatile
detector is needed This is why DELPHI is designed with so many dierent
detector parts
The design and assembly of a barrel detector is of course not trivial cracks are
bound to exist where the parts are connected Its desired to not give particles a
chance to follow these cracks out of the detector and thereby go undetected The
cracks therefore shouldnt go parallel to the particle tracks At DELPHI they do
causing much frustration and reduced statistics
A short description of the most important DELPHI parts
Vertex Detector VD A multi layer silicon detector very close to the interac
tion point It gives high precision measurements of charged tracks and their

impact parameters described later in great detail The VD has been en
hanced several times and is widely used especially for Bphysics and Higgs
hunting
Time Projection Chamber TPC Used for measuring the curvature of the
tracks inside the magnetic eld The curvature is used for calculating par
ticle momenta and determining charges The TPC is a drift chamber lled
with gas
Ring Imaging Cherenkov counter RICH Used for determining particle ve
locities The velocity v together with p and q from the TPC is used for
particle identication Its a very complicated design based on Cherenkov
radiation and has had many problems in the past It has however been run
ning steady during the last  years The RICH contains several dierent
gases
High density Projection Chamber HPC Electromagnetic calorimeter u




and  energies The HPC is also lled with gas
Hadron Calorimeter HCAL Used for measuring Hadron pn and 
 
most
ly energies and for separating s from hadrons The HCAL is a combi
nation of iron layers and gas detectors
Muon Chambers Used for identifying muons  These are drift chambers
Forward ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter FEMC These are the electromag
netic calorimeters located in the end caps of the detector The FEMC uses
leadglass for the energy measuring
Forward Chamber A FCA and B FCB These are tracking and trigger
ing devices located in the end caps FCA is a streamer chamber and FCB
is a drift chamber both are lled with gas
STICSAT and VSAT Used for measuring Luminosity through Bhabbha scat
tering These are electromagnetic calorimeters The SAT Small Angle
Tagger has been replaced by the STIC Small Angle Tile Calorimeter
Fig 
From these descriptions its obvious that DELPHI is a very complex detector
The main problem is to keep the right mixture and temperature in all the dierent
gases of the detector However since the VD is the most essential part of a search
for Higgs bosons and DELPHI has a very good VD it doesnt have any major






Small Angle Tile Calorimeter

















Figure  The DELPHI detector
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Chapter 
Higgs Bosons of the Minimal
Supersymmetric Model

The Standard Model has been very successful in many ways but some problems
are still left Many theorists feel that a nal theory should incorporate all forces
unifying them into one at a sucient energy the GUT scale  

GeV Such
a theory is called a Grand Unied Theory or GUT The Standard Model isnt a
GUT and has other shortcomings too Why are lefthanded fermions in SU
doublets and righthanded ones in SU singlets Why three colours Why
is electric charge quantized How many generations are there Why do the
CabibboKobayashiMaskawa CKM angles and the weak mixing angle have the
values they do These questions might never be answered but their solutions
arent found in the Standard Model
  Motivation for Going Beyond the Standard
Model
Haber and Kane shows in Ref 	 that if one calculates radiative corrections to
the mass of the Higgs boson of the Standard Model eg from a fermion loop in










for a Higgs of momentum K This diverges quadratically for large P  indepen




where 	 is the scale beyond which
the low energy theory no longer applies For some Higgs mass of the order of a
few TeV the Higgs selfcoupling gets too strong and we shouldnt be observing
the apparently successful perturbation theory at low energies Since corrections
larger than this mass scale are equally unphysical we expect the new physics to
give an eective cuto scale below a few TeV In fact the Higgs vacuum expecta
tion value which determines m
W
and in principal the fermion masses is about

 GeV and its this number that needs a fundamental explanation Which
mechanism can prevent the Higgs from becoming superheavy which it cant be
in the Standard Model
Several approaches have been used to produce this low Higgs mass Tech
nicolour and supersymmetry being the best studied Technicolour is however
very hard to work with and predicts low mass technipions below 
 GeV which
havent been seen Supersymmetry goes to a higher symmetry to eliminate the
quadratic divergence and does so very successfully
Its useful to restate the above arguments in a more theoretical manner for
clarity Let 

be the scale at which SUU electroweak breaking takes
place We assume that the Standard Model is the low energy approximation
of some more fundamental theory which becomes relevant at a scale 

The
GUT scale We calculate the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson using

the fundamental theory This produces the scale dependent mass parameter
evaluated at the fundamental scale 

 The relevant quantity at low energies is
the running mass evaluated at the electroweak scale 

 These two quantities

































  The term proportional to C diverges quadratically
when 

   This equation illustrates the theoretical problems described


















 This is called the netuning problem It has also been referred to as














These problems are solved in supersymmetry by introducing supersymmet
ric partners to all the known particles These are in principal similar in mass
and quantum numbers except for their spin which is shifted by onehalf When
these partners are included in the calculation all quadratic divergences disappear
C   in Eq  This happens because certain Feynman diagrams can
cel when introducing superpartner loops accompanying the loops of the normal
particles The extra minus sign that goes with any fermion loop plus the super
symmetric relations between masses and couplings removes the quadratic Higgs
mass divergence and the need for an unnatural netuning of parameters
Since such superpartners havent been seen yet they must have higher masses
than their normal partners ie the symmetry is broken C 	  but might still
be small enough to work things out As long as eects of supersymmetry become
relevant by a scale of 

 TeV ie new supersymmetric particles have masses
below or equal to 

 naturalness is preserved Our problems arent solved if
this scale is above  TeV This scale is called The supersymmetry breaking scale
M
S
 and is set to  TeV throughout this thesis
To sum it up The netuning problem indicates physics beyond the Stan
dard Model and supersymmetry is a good solution Supersymmetry implies a
spectrum of new particles with masses below or equal to  TeV The lightest of
which should be around m
W

Another interesting aspect of supersymmetry is the possibility to incorporate
gravity Supersymmetric transformations are intimately tied up with spacetime




Before introducing the theoretical aspects of the Minimal SupersymmetricModel
some things should be mentioned about supersymmetric models in general
First a supersymmetricmodel needs two Higgs doublets The Standard Model
has one to give masses to both uptype and downtype quarks and leptons In
addition a multiplicatively conserved quantum number called Rparity is in
troduced All ordinary particles are assigned a Rparity of  and all their
supersymmetric partners are given a Rparity of  Formally one can dene the
Rparity of any particle of spin j baryon number B and lepton number L to be
R  
jBL
 This has important consequences Supersymmetric particles
must be produced in pairs and there must exist a !groundstate" supersymmet
ric particle This lightest supersymmetric particle must be stable since Rparity
isnt conserved if it decays into only ordinary particles Such a particle is a good
candidate to the missing dark matter in the universe





supersymmetric particles Their supersymmetric partners are called Higgsinos
   The General TwoDoublet Model
A more thorough look at the theory can be found in Refs 
 
First a general look at the twodoublet Higgs model is presented This pro
duces the 
 Higgs bosons and their quantum numbers Then the model is reduced
to the Minimal Supersymmetric Model which limits the number of free parame
ters and constrains the possible Higgs boson masses

























Using these doublets and the fact that the most general gauge invariant Higgs





in order to avoid Flavour











































































































































  and arbi
trary phase  This potential with spontaneously broken symmetry is analogous
to the Standard Model potential
For sin  	  the CP symmetry of the Lagrangian is broken due to the phase
 This leads to large CP violation in contradiction to measurements thus 
is set to zero In the Standard Model CP violation can be incorporated by
introducing a CP violating phase in the CKM matrix
The Higgs spectrum is obtained by expanding the Higgs elds around their
minima Three Goldstone bosons are identied by their derivative couplings
to the gauge elds Performing the expansion of the gauge invariant terms in





























 the gauge boson masses and an orthogonal basis of the
neutral gauge boson mass eigenstates are obtained The resulting gauge boson








































 Thus the quadratically summed vacuum expectation val
uesVEV must be equal to the VEV of the Standard Model The ratio of the
























































Diagonalization introduces a second key parameter The neutral mixing angle 
Physical Higgs boson masses for  charged Higgs bosons H
 




































































Thus the mass spectrum which is derived from the gauge invariant CP
conserving Higgs potential with spontaneously broken symmetry consists of ve
physical Higgs bosons Of the eight initial Higgs elds or degrees of freedom





the Standard Model This leaves 
 Higgs eldsbosons in the twodoublet model
and only  Higgs eldboson in the onedoublet Standard Model
Instead of the one free parameter of the Standard Model Higgs sector the













 the ratio of the vacuum expectation values tan  and the neutral
mixing angle  These six free parameters in the Higgs sector leaves the general
twodoublet model with very little predictive power

    Allowed Higgs Boson Production Modes of the Gen
eral TwoDoublet Model at LEP 
The charge conjugation C parity P  and total angular momentum J  quantum
numbers of the Higgs bosons allows us to identify the possible Higgs production
mechanisms at LEP The J
PC
quantum numbers are 









 C isnt dened for charged particles W
 
 These
quantum numbers must be conserved during the Higgs production process
Applying the parity and charge conjugation operators to the Higgs elds the





















 Scalar again C isnt dened for charged particles
The CPodd nature of A
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by Bose statistics the Z wave function is antisymmetric while Bose statistics
requires a symmetric wave function for the AA state The only remaining inter
actions for the Higgs production at LEP are































   The Minimal Supersymmetric Model
As mentioned before the general twodoublet model has too little predictive
power to be of much interest to experimentalists so further constrains are applied
The Minimal Supersymmetric Model is born
























The supersymmetry breaking terms in the Lagrangian are constrained in or
der not to destroy the main motivation for supersymmetry the cancellation of
the quadratic cuto contributions to the Higgs boson mass The required can
cellation relates the gauge boson couplings to the Higgs couplings and results in
the experimentally relevant mass relations between the ve Higgs bosons
The scalar potential V which describes the bosonic Higgs sector is derived
from the superpotential W for more info on the superpotential see Refs 


and  After adding soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms and rearranging
the terms to recover the form of the potential of the general twodoublet model







































































Hence the same ve physical Higgs elds which are identied in the general two
doublet model are expanded around their VEV The comparison of the above
supersymmetric Higgs potential with the potential of the general twodoublet








































The last relation assures CP conservation since the complex phase  of the general
twodoublet model can be absorbed by a eld redenition
Relations for the m
i



















































By combining equations   
 and  some very important


















































In addition the neutral mixing angle  can be computed using






































By going from a general twodoublet supersymmetric model to the Minimal
Supersymmetric Model the number of free parameters is reduced from six four
masses tan  and  to two The parametersm
A
 
and tan  have been considered













 tan   f
 g
The mass relations presented in Eq  have some very important implica





























is indeed below m
Z
chances of discovery at LEP are very good
The upper bound on m
h
 
is however raised by radiative corrections Since the
supersymmetry isnt perfect because the particles and their superpartners are
degenerate in mass the particle and superpartner loop diagrams of the Higgs
boson mass corrections dont cancel completely These corrections have been






They stem mainly from top quark loop diagrams and grow as the fourth power
of the top mass and the logarithm of the ratio of the supersymmetric top mass
to the top mass
In addition these radiative corrections include several obscure parameters
without any clear physical interpretation Such as the trilinear soft breaking
termA and the supersymmetricHiggs mass parameter  These terms determine
the mixing between the left and right handed supersymmetric tops which again
aects the upper limit on the h
 
mass This mixing is proportional to A 

tan
 and in#uences the h
 
mass and the neutral mixing angle  signicantly
Three A
 combinations have therefore been examined for each E
cms
 These
combinations are presented in each exclusion and discovery plot in Chapter 	
The supersymmetry breaking scale M
S
 also enters the corrections and is
taken to the maximum acceptable  TeV in all plots The masses of the left
and righthanded top superpartners are also maximized ie set to M
S
 This is
done to study the eects of large radiative corrections to the h
 
mass The choices
of A and  are motivated in the same way The top mass has been set to 	





is raised from m
Z
on tree level to   GeV
The three A










  GeVg region




 GeV No leftright supersymmetric top mixing
 A  M
S






  GeV Large mixing in the lowtan 
region





    m
h
 
  GeV Large mixing in the hightan 
region
A three dimensional plot of m
h
 
with A     is shown in Fig  The plot
looks quite similar for the other A and  combinations with the plateau at a










on the fact that very little changes in the m
h
 
plot Fig  and in the cross
section plotFig  beyond this limit The upper limit on tan  is motivated by
the need to keep the running Higgs fermion Yukawa couplings nite at all energy
scales  Contrary to the m
A
 









GeV of the plateau when going to high tan The h
 
mass increases by 

GeV when going from tan    to tan    along this ridge The h
 
mass
is constant at the right edge m
A
 
  GeV of the plateau The ridge is
smallest and at lowest m
A
 
in the A     case This ridge isnt seen in the








ridge at LEP energies
The lower limit on m
A
 
is obvious while the tan limit of  needs more
explanation In supergravity model building a large t quark Yukawa coupling is
used to trigger SUU breaking in the lowenergy theory This leads to
the result that tan    It has also been noted that with a large top mass
certain types of models when evolved from a large mass scale to the weak scale
yield consistent solutions with fairly large tan values In general tan    has
been accepted by most theorists as the lower limit
 Grand Unied Theories
As mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter most theorists believe that the
nal theory should be a Grand Unied Theory One of the rst requirements of





  at some scaleM
GUT
 Using the LEP measurements of the Standard Model
gauge couplings Eq  and then scaling up towards the Planck Scale 







Minimal Supersymmetric Model case Fig  No convergence is seen in the
Standard Model case This dierence stems from the dierent particle content of
the models
These plots Fig  do however assume that no new particles appear between
the supersymmetry breaking scale of one TeV and the GUT scale of around 

GeV Such new particles will change the slope of the curves at their relevant scale
and can easily destroy the nice Minimal Supersymmetric Model plot In addition
another larger symmetry is needed to prevent the minimal supersymmetric gauge
couplings from diverging above the GUT scale see Ref  for more on this
The Standard Model gauge couplings and sin 
W






















Figure  The h
 
mass in the m
A
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Figure  Lowest order comparison of the gauge coupling convergence of the













































    

In addition to looking at the converging gauge couplings bottomup ap
proach its possible to construct Grand Unied Theories and examine their im
plications on the electroweak scale This is called a topdown approach











at the electroweak scale calculated to the lowest order





































The nestructure constant  is around $ at the electroweak scale The






 Eq  is    Again super
symmetry behaves better than the Standard Model
In this Chapter several problems indicating physics beyond the Standard
Model have been presented and supersymmetry has some of the best solutions











Since the Minimal Supersymmetric Model has ve Higgs bosons as opposed to
the single H in the Standard Model the number of processes containing Higgs











 While there is only one
main production mode in the Standard Model the Bjorken process Fig 
there are two in the Minimal Supersymmetric Model The Bjorken process and
pair production Fig  The rest of the production processes
 are neglected
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Figure  Higgs boson pair production
  Signal Cross Sections




























is the Standard Model cross section

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where B is a phase space factor



























































These cross sections dont include Initial State Radiation ISR which reduces
them considerably for high Higgs masses Good approximations of the cross














































































are thought to !give" particles masses by coupling to them
particles with big masses have big Higgs couplings These couplings are propor
tional to the squared masses of the decay particles making b

b the major decay
mode since the top quark is too heavy for LEP The supersymmetric particles
arent included as decay modes since none has been observed The photino &
probably the lightest supersymmetric particle has been excluded up to 
 GeV
CL  Supersymmetric decay modes would also make this analysis too
complicated
















































 q downtype quark
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cross sections in the m
A
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  TeV and A    

Equation 
 also applies to lepton nal states if the colour factor of  is
removed Neutrinos couple as uptype quarks and e and  couple as downtype
quarks The neutrinos have very small couplings if any at all due to their small
maybe zero masses The  is the only lepton with considerable Higgs couplings
 Signal Topology





















The only exception is when tan    then %
cc
becomes comparable to %
 

Since tagging  s at DELPHI is much harder than tagging bs and as much





















Pythia and Jetset and therefore contains all the tracks of the event The










b event The three layers of the DELPHI Vertex Detector
are shown with the particle tracks in the xy plane z beam axis Theres 

cm between the vertex and the inner layer This event went through the whole
simulation procedure Fig 
 and shows the tracks as seen by DELPHI The
dashed tracks are neutral and are therefore not aected by the magnetic eld
whereas the solid lines are charged and thereby bent by the Beld













  GeV The momenta of the tracks are one GeV per mm

OFigure 








b event as seen in the DELPHI VD E
cms
 






  GeV All tracks are extrapolated into the Vertex




Background Processes at LEP








































has two important production modes at LEP
In about 	










mass producing an onshell Z
 
 This process is called !Radiative return
to Z
 
" and whether the hard photon goes in the beam pipe or the barrel its
easily removed by the cuts In the remaining 





 with a mass of around E
cms
 These events are a much









background is referred to as the f















f annihilation diagram In most cases at LEP the







f is included here because it has a big cross section and sometimes produces
more than  jets These extra jets might come from gluon bremsstrahlung or
wrong jet reconstruction These cases can be very similar to the signal and
demand special attention
  Background Cross Sections
The background cross sections are generally much bigger than the signal cross
sections making eective cuts essential to this analysis Table  shows the cross
sections for the main backgrounds at each energy analyzed in this thesis They























   

   

Table  Total background cross sections
 Background Topologies










Most of this background can therefore be removed by a strong Btag cut

 of the f

f events are b








f events do however seldom produce the extra jets needed to make
them similar to the signal












 branching ratio to b

b and the chances for both Z
 
s to
decay into b pairs in the same event is  These  are impossible to
distinguish from the signal and in addition some of the events where only  bs

















































At accelerators like LEP the processes studied are far too complex to be analyzed
by hand like the bubblechamber pictures were in the 
s and s The rate
and number of events have also increased a lot
To spot Z
 
s Ws and Higgs bosons their decay products and topologies have
to be known Seeing the bosons themselves is extremely unlikely due to their
short average lifetimes of 
 
s or less When operating at LEP energies the
number of decay particles easily surpasses 
 giving innite topology possibilities
for the event Every process still has a !most probable" topology though with
certain characteristics Recognizing a process is therefore equivalent to nding
its special topological attributes
Unfortunately there are nearly always processes with similar topologies to the
process looked for These processes are called backgrounds irreducible if totally
similar The process looked for is called the signal
Because of the complexity of the events special features of signals and back
grounds are often impossible to calculate or predict precisely This is why good
simulations are crucial to separate signal from background By simulating events
one knows what one deals with and can easily compare signal and background
system parameters The value of the parameters vary for each event so one stud
ies distributions from many events A qualitative understanding of the processes
is still needed to pick the interesting parameters to compare
The parameter distributions showing the biggest dierences between the sig
nal and the background are chosen and optimal cut values are found These cuts
are mostly simple requiring a parameter to be above or below some constant
value found from simulation Twodimensional graphical cuts are also common
if two parameters turn out to be correlated This improves the eciency of the
cuts
  DELPHI Simulations
The raw data from DELPHI are processed by the DELANA software which
produces nal DSTs Data Summary Tapes The DSTs contain many sepa
rate events and each event normally has many tracks There are several program
packages for reading DSTs this analysis uses PHDST
Tracks are made from aligned detector hits and all detector hits are connected
to a track if possible The information from the hits connected to the track is
used for nding its energy momentum charge etc The number of hits and their
alignment determines the errors in these track parameters
The procedure for simulating events is quite similar Instead of getting raw
data from DELPHI physics simulator programs PYTHIA and JETSET
in this analysis are rst used to produce all the particles and their momenta
Then a detector simulator program DELSIM
 is used to simulate DELPHIs

















 Data processing at DELPHI Pythia Jetset Delsim and Delana are
all computer programs
DELPHI data and is analyzed in the same way
Simulating and analyzing data is very time consuming so data straight from
the physics simulator are often used to get a qualitative impression of which
cuts to use Most cuts in this analysis are obtained in this way straight from
PYTHIA data Since a lot of information and resolution is lost in the detector
















signicant excess of these events at LEP will therefore lead to the conclusion
that a Higgs signal is seen
The dierent cut parameter distributions in this Chapter are presented for
E
cms





































combinations Distributions for 	
 and 
 GeV are presented










 	 GeV is presented here for









parameter distributions are shown for clarity The h
 




signal is  GeV since 	 GeV data arent available The  GeV dierence is
negligible









b search to a b

bqq search This is done by using mass reconstruction
techniques to check if the invariant mass of the qq pair matches that of the
Z
 
 Details of the b

bqq search at DELPHI are found in Ref 















the many possible mass combinations make things quite complicated In addition




bosons becomes signicant The
width of both bosons becomes   GeV at tan    This might make it


















masses will be urgent so some sort of mass reconstruction analysis must be






points and operating at
eciencies around  is presented in Ref 









must be combined which is partly done in Ref 
All the available data at E
cms
  GeV see next chapter for details are
used throughout this chapter However to remove leptonic events from the back
ground distributions only events with  or more tracks are presented in the
distribution plots These leptonic events are often neutrino events with zero
tracks creating uninteresting peaks in the extremities of the distribution plots
In addition the M vs M scatterplot Fig  only has  of each back
ground to limit the number of points on the plot
The eciencies of the cuts are nearly similar for all energies if other distribu
tions 	
 


















The most important tool for selecting Bevents is the Btagging  This is
however not enough to remove the background suciently Additional properties
of the event have to be examined to remove all of the reducible background such
as the number of jets and Bjets in the event deposits in the electromagnetic
calorimeters energy of the most energetic jet conservation of momentum and
energy in the event and nally a look at invariant masses This Chapter contains
thorough information on all these properties of signal and background and the
cuts used in the analysis
 BTagging




decays pick up seaquarks
to form Bhadrons Since these Bhadrons contain a bquark they have !bottom
ness" Strong decays require conservation of bottomness energy and mass and
the Bhadrons have no such decay modes available This forces them to decay







decays to c or squark pairs creating charmed or strange hadrons All
these hadrons have dierent average lifetimes which can be used to distinguish
















these lifetimes are picked from Ref  and are typical for weak decays
When these energetic mesons decay a multitude of secondary particles is
created These in addition to the fragmentation particles produced directly at
the vertex form the jets Fig  The lifetime of the original meson determines
the displacement of the jet vertex and heavy mesons have !broader" jets than
light mesons In Fig  a B decay is shown with the secondary vertex jet







Figure  Description of the Impact Parameter





The Btagging method used in this analysis is heavily based on the impact
parameter The impact parameter of a track is the shortest distance between
the PV and the extension of the track past the PV Fig  shows the impact
parameter of a track belonging to a jet 






has a positive impact parameter because the extension of the track
passes !in front" of the PV If the 

passing the jet is mistaken as part of the jet
it gets a negative impact parameter because it passes !behind" the PV Another
way to determine the sign of the impact parameter is to look at the angle between
the direction of the jet axis and the impact parameter Impact parameters with
angles less than 

 to the jet axis have positive impact parameters and IPs
with higher angles are negative
In an event where all tracks are from the primary vertex the impact param
eters are distributed around zero due to the limited resolution of the detector
multiple scattering and errors in the track reconstruction The idea is to use this
distribution to nd a tracks probability of being from the PV When combining
these track probabilities for a group of tracks their combined chance of being
from the primary vertex can be studied
Making an impact parameter distribution with tracks only originating from
the PV is the rst goal Unfortunately all real samples are contaminated by
tracks not originating from the primary vertex so a trick is needed Somehow
the distribution of positive IPs must be obtained because only tracks with pos
itive IPs are studied in the nal analysis tracks with negative IPs are ignored
The contamination in the samples are mostly correctly reconstructed tracks from
secondary vertices like Bjets having positive impact parameters The contam
ination is therefore concentrated on the positive side of the IP distribution If one
assumes that the distribution of the pure sample only tracks originating from
the PV is equal for both negative and positive impact parameters the negative

distribution can be #ipped to make the positive distribution A positive distribu
tion function can therefore be produced directly from the negative distribution
This function is tted to the negative distribution for LEP and its integral is
normalized to oneFig  Its very dependent on the detector resolution and
is therefore called the !resolution function" Only tracks with negative IPs be
tween  and  mm are used to make this function Tracks with smaller IPs
than  mm are too badly reconstructed to be of any use
To nd the probability that a track originates from the primary vertex P ip
the resolution function is integrated from the IP of the track and up to  mm
Tracks with IPs above  mm are ignored As seen in Fig  these integrals
drop rapidly for high impact parameters Their values are always between  and
 since the total integral of the resolution function is normalized to one
After PV origination probabilities are calculated for a group of tracks event
jet etc  they are combined statistically into one single probability for that
group This combined probability is called the !Ntrack probability" and it
tells the probability that the chosen group of tracks originate from the primary
vertex  Ntrack prob   A small Ntrack probability means that most of
the tracks examined probably arent from the PV ie they are from secondary
vertices most likely Bmesons In general the Ntrack probability of an event is
inversely proportional to the number of Bjets in it

















When only tracks with positive IPs are used as in this analysis P
N
is called
the positive Ntrack probability or Probp
The distributions of the positive Ntrack probability are found in Fig 
Fig 
 shows the same distributions below 
	











The resulting percentage of events left after only this cut is found in Ta
ble 
  Jet Reconstruction
To nd out more about the event its necessary to examine its jets and their





colliders JADE and LUCLUS Both are part of the JETSET program
package

Figure  The distribution of the negative impact parameters between  and
 mm and the tted resolution function The negative distribution has here
been #ipped around the yaxis to simulate the positive distribution of tracks






















 left 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 The positive Ntrack probability below 
	





The LUCLUS algorithm starts by picking the highest momentum particle as
the rst cluster jet Then it checks the d
ij
values of the other tracks ie their















If this value is below a predetermined value d
join
 the tracks are connected
and their combined momentum added vectorially is treated as the new cluster
This process is repeated for the remaining unassigned tracks until all tracks are





produces therefore fewer jets Isolated tracks often become their own cluster
jet using this algorithm
The only dierence between JADE and LUCLUS is the way they calculate
the angular distance between tracks The distance measure for LUCLUS d
ij
 is
given in Eq  and the distance measure for JADE y
ij























The JADE algorithm is a little better at nding the right number of jets
whereas LUCLUS gives better jet directions and energies	 LUCLUS can still
reproduce the right number of jets almost as good as JADE if a good d
join
value is
chosen This is why LUCLUS is used throughout this analysis except in the Bjet
reconstruction which is done internally in the Btagging program package
using JADE with y
join
 
The best value for d
join




 GeV turns out to be a good choice  Using the right d
join
value







The distributions of the number of jets N
jets
 are found in Fig 





  for all energies
This cut removes a lot of f

f events The resulting percentage of events left
after only this cut is found in Table 
 BJets




b event which is very
rare among the background events The next step after jet reconstruction is
therefore to look for Bjets These are often broad manyparticle jets coming
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Table  Percentage of events left after the N
jets




Each jet identied by JADE is required to satisfy three criteria to be classied
as a Bjet
 The combined Positive Ntrack Probability Probp of all tracks in the jet
must be less than 
 because broad and oset jets have small Probps
 The number of tracks in the jet must be equal to or higher than  because
Bjets often have high multiplicity
 The Energy of the jet must be equal to or higher than 
 GeV because jets
with less energy are poorly dened at LEP
Many dierent values were tried to optimize the above criteria
This analysis uses a rather simple approach to classify Bjets more sophisti
cated methods are under development These methods incorporate particle types
and charges
The number of jets in each event passing these criteria re#ects the true
number of Bjets in the event quite well
The distributions of the number of Bjets N
B
jets
 are found in Fig 	 The











  for all energies
This cut is very hard on all backgrounds The resulting percentage of events


























Table  Percentage of events left after the N
B
jets
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are produced together at LEP nearly all the available energy









region This leaves the Higgs bosons with no momentum These !resting"




b each fermion with equal momentumand energy
from conservation Each boson should therefore produce two backtoback jets














 theres enough energy




production to give them a considerable momentum When
these boosted bosons decay the jets have dierent energies in the detector rest
frame The forward jet being the most energetic The case of both jets being
perpendicular to the boost direction and thereby getting equal energy is very
rare since these Higgs bosons decay isotropically
The energy of the jet with highest momentum E


























distributions in the rst case than in the second E

in case one also
tends to be a little lower
Since E

depends on the centerofmass energy its distribution is shifted to
wards higher energies for E
cms
 














backgrounds the situation is quite similar This is
however not the case for the f

f background Here theres a very boosted system
if a hard  is radiated radiative return to Z
 
 or two jets with high momenta if
no hard  is radiated The quarks creating these jets might also radiate gluons
to create more jets





for all the other signals and backgrounds Fig  While the lowenergy tail in
the f

f distribution is quite harmless to this analysis the highenergy tail contains
some dangerous background events The cut is done in the high end of the E

distribution to remove this highenergy tail
The E

distributions are shifted towards higher energies for higher centerof
mass energies This eect isnt very interesting or surprising so distributions are
only shown for  GeV like in the previous cuts













 	 GeV E
cms















combinations are found in Fig 
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 left 		  	  	
Table  Percentage of events left after the E






One of the most signicant features of the f

f background is a hard  or several
often seen together with the fermions in the event This is the Initial State
Radiation photons
These photons mostly leave the detector undetected through the beam pipe
This is seen as lost zmomentum beam pipe direction and lost energy in the
event Few jets are produced and the observed momentum and energy is badly
conserved in the event These cases are removed by other cuts in this analysis
A few of the photons have bigger  angles ie they pass through the electro
magnetic calorimeters of DELPHI not the beam pipe  is the angle between
the tracks and the beam pipe At low  the s are seen in the STIC which is
located near the beam pipe on both sides of the interaction point Fig  At
higher s theyre seen in the Forward EM Calorimeter FEMC located in the
end cap And at the highest s theyre detected by the High Density Projection
Chamber HPC located in the barrel
In addition to the s leaving big energy deposits in the EM calorimeters the
f





 which also leaves big EM calorimeter deposits Especially if




























 These hard s and e
 
s coming from the
backgrounds arent seen in the signal and their energies rise with higher E
cms

Fig  shows the distributions of Emcamax the biggest energy deposit in the
HPC or FEMC The highenergy s and e
 
s are only seen in the backgrounds




 GeV and shrunk for E
cms
 	
 GeV so dierent cuts are needed
for each energy
Emcamax doesnt include the STIC since all the background events with
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Figure  The biggest energy deposit in the EM calorimeters Here presented





The chosen cut for Emcamax is
 Emcamax E
cms






















 left 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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
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Table 




 Conservation of Momentum and Energy
One of the most fundamental principles in physics is conservation of momentum
and energy This of course also applies to the events studied at LEP
If p and E are badly conserved in an event this indicates that highmomentum
tracks have gone undetected or neutrinos are involved Highenergy neutrinos
might come from all the backgrounds and highmomentum tracks going unde
tected are mostly seen in f

f events s going down the beam pipe
To only examine conservation of both momentum and energy combining all
tracks is the best The routine used here PUFIT is however created to han
dle many kinds of situations like reconstructing invariant masses of jet systems
etc  so all events are rst reconstructed into  jets using LUCLUS
Forced jet reconstruction into  jets isnt very dierent from normal recon
struction First LUCLUS picks out  !main" tracks then all other tracks are
connected to their nearest main track jet The distance measure is the same as
in the jet reconstruction Section Eq  After all tracks have been assigned
to a jet the new jet direction momentum is calculated Each track is then reas
signed to its nearest jet using the last calculated jet directions This procedure
is iterated until no tracks change jets during reassignment
These  jets are then treated as single tracks and a t for conservation of p
and E in the event is performed Distributions of 





in Fig  Comparing them directly is possible since all the ts have the same
number of degrees of freedom








backgrounds re#ects that W
 
decays more often to neutrinos than Z
 








  and m
h
 
  GeV both shown in






  tend to have more jets in the forward direction ie more tracks
along the beam pipe causing a worse bigger 

tot















The resulting percentage of events left after only this cut is found in Ta































 left 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Table  Percentage of events left after the 

tot





The last cut used in this analysis looks at the invariant masses of the two jets
produced by a forced jet reconstruction
The invariant masses of these  jets are calculated by LUCLUS using the
transverse momentum in the jet The mass of the jet with biggest momentum is
baptized M and the mass of the other jet is called M
The jet topology for all signals and backgrounds can roughly be summed
into  dierent cases illustrated in Fig  Case  and  applies to the f

f
background and case  to the signals and the rest of the backgrounds f

f comes











jets coming from initial particle  or 
Since all the bosons in the signals and backgrounds are heavy  GeV
and are produced in pairs little of the E
cms
is left for giving them momentum
The jets produced by these !resting" bosons are therefore backtoback as in case
 Fig  When forcing case one into  jets the jets on the left side become
one and so does the jets on the right side These  jets with masses M and
M are nearly always made up of one I

jet and one I

jet




on one side left in
Fig  has higher invariant mass spread than the jet on the other side
The jet with biggest spread and invariant mass left is often the jet with biggest
momentum This is why M tend to be bigger than M
In case  f

f  the  often goes into the beam pipe and only two jets remain
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Figure  The 





















Figure  The  most common topology cases
spread and masses are small compared to those of case  These events case 
are however removed by other cuts
The real strength of this M vs M cut is that it removes many case  events
that survive all the other cuts These are f

f events where no hard ISR  is
emitted The extra jets in Fig  may come from gluon bremsstrahlung or
jet splitting arising from bad jet reconstruction Since the gluons are radiated
by the f

f pair their momenta tend to be aligned to those of the initial fermions
I

 This often gives the  jets reconstructed from case  less invariant mass
than those reconstructed from case 
The distributions of M versus M are shown in Fig  The cut is shown
as a line everything outside it is removed Its done graphically because this is
more ecient than separate cuts which would be the same as using a square box




datasets at each energy like all the other cuts and is mainly introduced to deal












plot has a concentration of events at low M and M These are
events where Z
 
decays to   giving the events only  jets from h
 
 This
produces the small Ms and Ms as in case  events The  of the events
where Z
 
decays into charged leptons are also found in the lower left corner
although a little smeared by the leptons
The f

f plot has a huge concentration of events in the lower left corner these
are the case  events 	
 The rest are case  events and their distribution





background produces  charged leptons and  s in around 
of the cases These are found in the lower left corner if they have  tracks or




events produces  quarks  charged
lepton and   The  quarks are from the same W The charged lepton is added
to one of the jets raising the invariant mass a little This is why the lump at
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Figure  The graphical cut in the M vs M plots Here shown for the
E
cms







background creates  leptons in  of the cases These are found





produce qq These events are also found in the low mass corner 




include  charged leptons and  quarks These also have










 are qqqq ie standard case  events
Because the Ms and Ms in case  events of the f

f background are very
sensitive to the E
cms
 the graphical cut has to be !pushed" up to higher Ms and
Ms for higher energies Since the M vs M plots for the signals and other
backgrounds doesnt vary much for the dierent energies this !raising" of the







f plots with cuts are shown for all energies in Fig 
All the available f











 GeV below are the plots for E
cms




 GeV The raising of the cut is clearly seen in this gure
To make the plots in Fig  more informative the case  events from the
f







remove events with s down the beam pipe and then the N
jets
  cut to assure






f events left after these two cuts In
addition the events are still required to have more than  tracks
The graphical cut for E
cms
 
 GeV in Fig  might seem a bit too
hard compared to 	
  GeV This is however necessary because in addition
to the raising of M and M in f

f  more f










cross section and the raising of M and M for f

f  makes this









masses are 	 for 	


























 left 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0 25 50 75 100 125
Figure  The graphical cut for dierent energies The two plots on the top
are for the E
cms
 	
 GeV data The two plots below are for the E
cms
 






 Summary of Cuts
Values extracted after jet reconstruction to any number of jets
Probp Positive Ntrack probability of the event Btag
N
jets







Number of jets with probp 











Emcamax Biggest energy deposit in the EM calorimeters FEMC or HPC






of the energy momentum conservation t of the event PUFIT
Values extracted after forced jet reconstruction LUCLUS
M Invariant mass of the jet with highest momentum
M Invariant mass of the other jet
Cuts applied at 	

















   
E

GeV 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Plus graphical cut in M vs M





After establishing the cuts they must be put into action This Chapter rst
presents the signal eciencies and then the backgrounds
In addition to the background data presented in the previous Chapter data
at other nearby energies have been included This is done to reduce the statistical
errors







f where the DELPHI generator TWOGAM is used
	  Signal E
ciencies
The signal eciencies with statistical errors for all the available signal datasets
are presented in Table 	 The h
 
masses are calculated with A     All





























eciencies can be tripled
by doing a b





b search as mentioned in the previous
Chapter
	 Backgrounds
In this Section all the analysed backgrounds are presented These include the
three main energies and some nearby energies New backgrounds are also pre
sented These can however hardly be called backgrounds since none of their
events pass the cuts
The background data at the three main energies 	
  and 
 GeV are
all produced using the last version of DELSIM V while the rest are generated
with an older DELSIM version V The biggest dierence between them is in
the Vertex Detector The  VD is a little longer and has end caps making it
better than the  conguration This is mostly seen in the Btagging where the
VD is vital
	  Background Errors
Using simulated background data at nearby energies reduces the statistical er
rors signicantly but it also increases the systematical errors since the data are
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Table 	 Signal eciencies with statistical errors

often bigger than the increased systematical errors since the dierences in ener
gies and VD congurations are small compared to the big amount of additional
simulated data obtained by including the  data The  data are only included
where the amount is big enough to make a signicant improvement in statistical
errors
Since the systematical errors in this analysis are very hard to approximate
theyve been omitted completely The biggest problem concerning the system
atical errors is the lack of real data and the great amount of work needed to
approximate them Another complication is the improvements done on the de
tector every year which also in#uences the systematical errors














where k is the expected number of events for the given integrated Luminosity

R
Ldt   
 pb






the number of events passing the cuts
After calculating statistical errors for each background theyre all summed























Presenting the eciency for each cut separately like in the previous Chapter is
quite interesting but its their combined eciency that counts The sequence of
the cuts is very important for each cuts eciency Still all cuts presented here
remove some background even when being last in the sequence Tables 	 to





masses are given in GeV in the parentheses The numbers in
each row are the events left after the cut presented in the same row and the
cuts follow the same sequence as in the previous Chapter The rst row is the
available simulated events ) simulated ie no cut applied
	  Total Backgrounds
The total backgrounds are presented in Tables 	
 to 		 The eciencies are
the number of events passing the cuts divided by the total number of Simulated
events The integrated Monte Carlo MC luminosity is the integrated luminosity
R
Ldt needed to produce the given number of simulated events
When nearby energies are included the total number of events and the total








 and  GeV are estimated by letting one
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	 Exclusion and Discovery Limits
After having found the signal eciencies and backgrounds the exclusion and
discovery limits must be determined Since the minimal supersymmetric Higgs
sector has  free variables at the tree level m
A
 
and tan the limits must be
presented in  dimensional plots
The limits are calculated from the backgrounds their errors and the ex
pected
R
Ldt They are calculated with the prescription agreed on by all the
LEP experiments exclusion 
 CL discovery 

p
bg The limits are
presented in Table 	 The number of observed events has to be below or equal
to the exclusion limit for an exclusion and above or equal to the discovery limit




GeV is  itll be too high to exclude a signal and too low to be sure of a sig
nal If 	 events are observed they can be excluded as background and if 
 are
observed its time to open the Champagne bottles
To put it short When the number of observed events passes the exclusion
limit it can no longer be treated as a #uctuation of the background and when
it reaches the discovery limit a signal is surely seen
The observed numbers of events are integers and since the calculated limits
arent rounding has to be done If an exclusion limit of 
 is calculated this
means that  observed events is an exclusion and  isnt The exclusion limits
must therefore be rounded down If on the other hand a discovery limit of 

is calculated this means that  observed events is a discovery and  isnt The
discovery limit must therefore be rounded up All the limits in Table 	 have
been rounded in this manner
The number of observed events is the signal plus the background The back









































are quite similar average eciencies can be used for each energy







only one set of cuts










 with statistical errors are given in
Table 	 They are calculated by adding all the datasets found in Table 	 for
each signal at each energy and by using Eq 	
	 Exclusion and Discovery Plots
Figs 	 to 	 show the exclusion and discovery contours in the distributions of
















 Observed Observed 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
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and tan  on the tree level but many other parameters are in
troduced in the loop corrections As mentioned earlier it was agreed to plot the
exclusion and discovery contours with m
A
 
between  and  GeV and tan 
between  and  The contours just become straight lines when going above
these limits
Since many unknown parameters appear in the loop corrections this analy
sis includes  and  loop corrections three dierent combinations of the most
important correction parameters are plotted M
S
is kept at  TeV while A and
 are varied between extremities
Since the backgrounds are constant over the m
A
 
tan  plane the only varia
tion in the plots comes from the signal And since the eciencies and integrated
luminosities also are constant over the m
A
 
tan  plane the variation in the plots






















is biggest for small tan 











 with the latter being suppressed by a factor of 
 due to lower eciency
In the exclusion plots the lled areas m
A
 
 tan combinations to the left
of and below the contours produce enough signal to push the observed number
of events above the exclusion limit If the limit isnt passed no signal is seen and
these regions can be excluded
In the discovery plots the lled areas m
A
 
 tan  combinations to the left
of and below the contours produce enough signal to push the observed number
of events above the discovery limit A discovery is therefore possible in these
regions
When examining these plots closer one might be surprised that while the
excluded regions of the exclusion plots increase with higher energies the regions









cover greater areas in the m
A
 
tan  plane at higher
energies  
 GeV but their values in the low m
A
 
tan  regions decrease
when compared to 	
 GeV Second the discovery limits for  and 
 GeV
are considerably higher than that of 	
 GeV Third the integrated luminosity
	
at  
 GeV is smaller than that of 	
 GeV
The consequence is that the exclusion limits for  and 
 GeV are low




while the discovery limits are too high to benet from this increase Instead the
discovery regions suer from lower integrated luminosity and lower cross sections
in the low m
A
 
tan  region at  and 
 GeV









Fig 		 This includes the excluded region at each energy and the unphysical
region for the h
 
mass The excluded regions are calculated with A    
and the unphysical region is above the h
 






   
Similar plots for other A and  combinations and for the discovery limits
arent included because within these plots h
 












  GeVg region from these plots except
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Figure 	 The exclusion plot for E
cms
 	
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Figure 	 The exclusion plot for E
cms
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Figure 	 The exclusion plot for E
cms
 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Figure 	 The discovery plot for E
cms
 	
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Figure 	
 The discovery plot for E
cms
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Figure 	 The discovery plot for E
cms
 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Figure 		 The exclusion plot for A     and M
S




 GeV is 
 pb

 and  pb

for the other energies
The unphysical region is above the h
 















to a mass of  GeV without radiative corrections ie A     and A
 
is











exclusion limits obtained for all A
 combinations from full LEP
simulations are
  GeV at E
cms
 	
 GeV Kinematical limit  	 GeV
  GeV at E
cms
  GeV Kinematical limit   GeV
 
 GeV at E
cms
 




discovery limits obtained for all A
 combinations from full LEP
simulations are
 	















exclusion limits obtained for A     from full LEP simulations
are




  GeV at E
cms
  GeV




For the other A





































  in this hightan  region




cross section drops at an even quicker rate Fig 





So while the m
h
 

























when going to higher tan  increased
R
Ldt expands the lowtan  regions much
more than the hightan  regions in the exclusion and discovery plots Figs 	 to

	 Even with a huge rise in
R






 at high tan  isnt excluded The same is seen when combining data
from the  dierent experiments which is in eect the same as quadrupling the
R
Ldt
If gauge Yukawa coupling unication and spontaneous electroweak symmetry
breaking  are required simultaneously the Minimal Supersymmetric Model
is reduced to the Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Model This theory has
a more restricted parameter space than the Minimal Supersymmetric Model and
it favors a tan  value of 
 or 	 As seen in the exclusion plots the lower value
of tan can be excluded for A     at all energies




GeV Currently favored grand unied models however prefer a h
 
mass below 
GeV which might be accessible at LEP with E
cms
  GeV a high
R
Ldt
and the combined results of the  experiments
The Standard Model Higgs mass limit is improved from 
 GeV to around
E
cms
  GeV at LEP
If no signs of Higgs bosons are seen at LEP the next chance to nd them is
at LHC The E
cms
  TeV at LHC is enough for the discovery or nal death
of the Higgs bosons
 Possible Improvements to the Analysis
The classication of Bjets is very simple in this thesis and can probably be
improved by looking at jetcharge and the particle content of the jets In addi
tion the Btagging program version used in this thesis doesnt look at the z
information from the Vertex Detector This is included in newer versions of the
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